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suited other wings of the army, he failed to get any reinforce-
ments in time.1
One day Chin Qilich Khan and Muhammad Amin Khan
with their men had gone out to select a suitable site for
trenches, when they were overtaken by an intermittent fire
from the walls of the fortress. Both the hind legs of the former's
horse and one foreleg of the latter's were shattered by can-
non-balls. Both fell off their horses, and with great difficulty
managed to regain the trenches. On hearing this the Emperor
sent two "Arab steeds, with gold trappings, one for each, and
a pastille perfumed with ambergris through Amin Khan, one
of the confidants of the Emperor".2
Meanwhile, the Emperor had summoned Zulfiqar Khan to
join him at Wakinkhera. Along with Da'ud Khan Panni, and
others, he arrived just in time and brought fresh reinforce-
ments with them. The Emperor reorganized the plan of attack.
Chin Qilich Khan was given charge of the line of communi-
cation between Lai Tikrl and the trenches and was directed
to guard the rear against the inroads of the enemy. Zulfiqar
Khan with his fresh forces began the attacks on the garrison.
For four or five days severe fighting took place. Chin Qilich
Khan, Jamshed Khan and Da'ud Khan exerted themselves
most strenuously and thwarted all attempts of the Maratha
generals to send men and provisions to the besieged. At last
the Berads were compelled to yield and take to flight. Chin
Qilich Khan and his Turanian soldiery, in the words of the
court historian, "chased furiously the crow after it had left
the noose and their anxious search sent that broken-winged
one into the wilderness of wandering".3 This siege was the
last undertaken by the old Emperor.
In recognition of his ability and service Chin Qilich Khan
was raised to the rank of 5,000 zat, 5,000 horse, and was
awarded one crore and fifty lakhs of dams, a jewelled sabre
and an elephant. Muhammad Amin Khan was promoted to
the rank of 4,000 zat, 1,200 horse and was also given a sabre
by way of reward.4
It seems that Chin Qilich Khan, after the capture of Wakin-
khera, had acquired a great influence over the Emperor who
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